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SPIRALS IN 2-D GAS DYNAMICS SYSTEMS�1)Xiu-huan Gu(Department of Mathematis, Jiamusi University, Jiamusi 154000, China)Shu-li Yang(Institute of Applied Mathematis, Aademia Sinia, Beijing 100080, China)Li-xin Tao(Department of Computer Siene, University of Conordia, Canada)AbstratIn this paper, the phenomena of spirals are numerially presented by MmBsheme [1℄ for initial value problems of 2-D gas dynamis ( = 1:4), whih inlude 2-D Riemann problems and ontinuous initial value problems. The numerial resultsare well oinide with on the exat solution in [2℄ and the onjetures on solutionstruture in [3℄ for 2-D isentropi and adiabati ows. In isentropi ow, for highspeed rotation (v0=0 > p2), there is a region of vauum at the origin and forlow speed rotation (v0=0 < p2), there is no vauum, and for adiabati ow, thestruture of spirals is also disussed.Key words: Spiral, MmB sheme, Conservation laws.1. Preliminaries(I) ModelsConsider the two models: isentropi and adiabati ows,(a) 2-D isentropi ow 8><>: �t + (�u)x + (�v)y = 0(�u)t + (�u2 + p)x + (�uv)y = 0(�v)t + (�uv)x + (�v2 + p)y = 0 (1:1)(b) 2-D adiabati ow8>>>>><>>>>>: �t + (�u)x + (�v)y = 0(�u)t + (�u2 + p)x + (�uv)y = 0(�v)t + (�uv)x + (�v2 + p)y = 0(�(e + u2 + v22 ))t + (�u(h + u2 + v22 ))x + (�v(h + u2 + v22 ))y = 0 (1:2)� Reeived June 6, 1995.1)Supported by NNSF of China.



464 X.C. GU S.L. YANG AND L.X. TAOe = p( � 1)�; h = e+ p�where �, (u,v) and p is density, veloity and presure, respetively.and with the 2-D Riemann data(�; u; v)jt=0 = (�i; ui; vi); (i) = 1; 2; 3; 4 (1:3)or (�; p; u; v)jt=0 = (�i; pi; ui; vi); (i) = 1; 2; 3; 4 (1:4)where (i)-states are desribed to

Problem (1.1)(1.3) and (1.2) (1.4) have theoretially studied by harateristi meth-ods [2℄, and a set of onjetures on the solution struture were presented for the 2-DRiemann problem under the assumption,Assumption: Eah jump in initial data outside the origin projetes exatly one shokwave, rarefation wave, and slip planes.The most most interesting onjeture is that there is a spiral in the solution forsome Riemann data.The exat solutions were obtained in the ase  = 2 for isentropi ow by Zhangand Zheng in [2℄, the initial data were taken to(u; v; �)jt=0 = (v0 sin �;�v0 os �; �0)and they got the onlusion that for high speed rotation 220 < v20 (0 = pp�), thesolution has region of vauum at the enter; for low speed rotation 220 > v20 , thesolution has no vauum.(II) Charateristis and hoies of initial data


